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Evaluation*against*independent*CO*observations*:*Surface,*Aircrafts*and*ground:base*FTS*

Sta8ons! Arrival*
Heights! Lauder! Wollongong! Toronto! Ny*Alesund! Thule!

mean*(obs) 8.8E+17 1.0E+18 1.7E+18 2.3E+18 2.2E+18 2.3E+18 
mean*(ctl) 7.6E+17 9.8E+17 1.2E+18 1.8E+18 1.6E+18 1.6E+18 
mean*(rean) 1.1E+18 1.2E+18 1.8E+18 2.5E+18 2.3E+18 2.2E+18 
bias*(ctl) -13.6 -5.6 -25.5 -24.0 -26.6 -30.6 
bias*(rean) 18.8 16.3 6.1 5.6 7.3 -6.1 
std*(obs) 1.9E+17 1.8E+17 4.7E+17 2.6E+17 3.3E+17 2.7E+17 
std*(ctl) 7.7E+16 1.0E+17 1.7E+17 2.9E+17 2.6E+17 2.2E+17 
std*(rean) 1.5E+17 2.2E+17 3.3E+17 2.7E+17 3.4E+17 1.4E+17 
r*(ctl) 0.6 0.63 0.58 0.51 0.86 0.47 
r*(rean) 0.79 0.9 0.61 0.77 0.95 0.74 

Number*of*
observa8ons 81 324 941 91 90 144 

Introduction,*data*and*methods!
!Motivations for Satellite CO assimilation and reanalysis!

! Bridging the scale between short term Air Quality forecasting and Global Climate Model 
simulations!

! Explaining variability and long term trends!
! Characterize, analyze and improve emissions and chemical or physical processes!

Tools for CO assimilation and reanalysis!
!  Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART)!

Assimilation based on an Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter (Anderson et al. 2009)!
30 ensemble members, Space and time adaptive inflation, Gaspari and Cohn spatial localization!
Control run assimilation of meteorological observations every 6 hour!
MOPITT reanalysis: Control run + assimilation of MOPITT!

!  MOPITT V5J!
" Daytime retrievals +/- 65°  
" Removed biased upper three levels (Deeter et al., 2013; Barré et al. 2015, JGR)!
" Super observations (horizontal): Error weighted average, no observation error correlation!

!  Community Earth System Model (CESM)!
Global coupled climate model (Fig. 1), ocean, sea-ice and stratospheric composition are 
prescribed, the following are fully coupled:!
" Community Land model Model (CLM)!
Calculation of biogenic emissions and surface deposition!
" Community Atmosphere Model with Chemistry (CAM-Chem) (Tilmes et al. 2015)!
# Emissions from FINNv1.5 and RCP8.5, CH4 and GHGs surface level are also prescribed!
# MOZART tropospheric chemistry and BAM aerosols!

!  DART/CAM-Chem!
# Reanalysis of meteorological observations in DART/CAM (Raeder et al. 2012)!
#  Joint meteorology / MOPITT-CO assimilation (Arellano et al. 2007, 2010)!
#  Joint meteorology / MOPITT and IASI CO assimilation (Barré et al. 2015, JGR)!

!

!
!

CAM4-Chem!

Ocean*Model*
SST*climatology*
One*run*only*

Land*Model*(CLM*4)**
Ensemble*of*deposi8on*fields*

Ensemble*of*biogenic*emissions*MEGAN*V2.1*

Meteorological*parameters/ deposi8ons/

Biogenic*emissions/Ice*model/

Ensemble*Run*:*30*CAMRChem*simula8on*
Emission*perturba8on*
#  CO*standard*devia8on*40*%,*spa8al*correla8on*length*(1000*km)*
#  VOC’s*standard*devia8on*30*%,**spa8al*correla8on*length*(1000*km)*
#  Prescribed*Methane*(surface*level)*standard*devia8on*10*%,*spa8ally*uniform*
Meteorology*assimila8on,*ensemble*of*ini8al*condi8ons*
#  Space*and*8me*adap8ve*infla8on*

…*/
…*/ …*/

Prescribed*stratosphere*from*previous*WACCM*simula8on*

Observation*space*evaluation!

Table 1: Annual statistics for each NDACC stations, calculated for all observations. The mean and std are the annual mean and 
standard  deviation  of  the  CO total  columns in  molec.cm-2,  for  the  measurements  (obs),  the  control  run (ctl)  and the  MOPITT 
reanalysis (rean). The bias indicates the relative bias in percentage while r is the Pearson correlation coefficient. !

!  Ensemble mean statistics against MOPITT in observation space indicates that the bias is 
reduced (up to 50 %) and tends to zero!
!  CO can be underestimated by 20 ppb (50 ppb) close to sources for the MOPITT reanalysis 
(Control run) in the northern hemisphere winter and spring (not shown)!
!  The error budget is well represented, the chi-square tends to 1 !

!  Underestimation  of  CO,  both  downwind  and  close  to  sources  is  corrected  in  the 
MOPITT reanalysis (Fig. 2)!
!  CO is slightly overestimated in the tropical middle troposphere!

" The residual bias seen in the MOPITT reanalysis indicates errors in the vertical transport!
" Also,  it  can be due to  a  bias  in  the instruments  (as  seen by comparison to  the HIPPO 
measurements, Deeter et al. 2013)!

Fig. 2: DJF 2002/2003 CO fields (first column) averaged between 700 and 400 hPa !
for MOPITT (first row), the smoothed MOPITT reanalysis (second row) and the smoothed 

Control run (last row) as well as the associated bias (second columns) !

Fig. 1: Schematic of the modeling setup during the ensemble of 6 hour forecast!

CAM:Chem*response*to*MOPITT*assimilation*

Conclusions and future directions!
! The joint assimilation of meteorological and chemical observations as well as the use of a coupled model 

and  perturbed  emissions  allows  generating  realistic  ensemble  characteristics  through  spatially 
anisotropic and flow-dependent error correlations. !

! Overall, our diagnostics of MOPITT data assimilation demonstrate an efficient assimilation and a well-
balanced global error budget. This can be seen for the full period 2002-2008 of the on-going reanalysis 
(Fig. 10). !

! A complementary  evaluation  based  on  different  independent  sets  of  measurements  indicating  good 
performances in representing CO.!

! The CH4 lifetime is improve in the reanalysis suggesting that OH is too high in CAM-Chem!
!   The evaluation of the differences in the CO budget due to assimilation indicates an underestimation of 

CO and VOCs for all sources.!
! The model responses to CO assimilations leads to a reduced secondary production, illustrating the non-

linearities in the modeled chemical response and suggest that some model parameters should be adjusted 
during assimilation to provide a more consistent forecast. !

Figure 8: The CO annual tropospheric burden composition 
(Tg/year)  is  presented  for  the  Control  run  (left)  and  the 
MOPITT  Reanalysis  (right).  The  first  row  shows  the 
fraction of primary versus secondary CO. The second row 
displays the sources contribution to the primary CO burden.!

Figure 4: Locations of measurements used in our model evaluation. Grey lines show all MOZAIC aircraft 
observations  within  the  specified  domain  (outlined  here  in  red).  Green  lines  show  all  SMOCC  aircraft 
observations. Red squares indicate locations of column measurements taken at NDACC stations.!

Figure 6: Comparison of CO from control run and reanalysis with monthly average NDACC retrievals at 6 sites. Black circles 
correspond to NDACC retrievals of total CO columns while the red squares and blue triangles correspond to the interpolated and 
smoothed profiles of CO from the reanalysis and control run, respectively. Ny-Alesund (Norway), Thule (Greenland) and Toronto 
(Canada) are located in the northern hemisphere while Wollongong (Australia),  Lauder and Arrival Heights (New Zealand) are 
located in the southern hemisphere. Note the different scales for Lauder and Arrival Heights compare to the other stations.!

Figure  3:  Seasonal  average  CO  profiles  from  MOZAIC-IAGOS 
measurements (black), MOPITT reanalysis (red) and control run (blue) 
over the US/Canada region (left) within the study period (April 2002 
to April 2003). The left column panel for each region shows the CO 
observations in black along with their standard deviation (gray). The 
dashed  lines  correspond  to  the  5th  and  95th  percentiles.  The  right 
column  panel  for  each  region  shows  the  RMSE  and  correlation 
coefficients as a function of altitude.!
!
Figure 5:  Statistics of simulated and observed CO profiles from all 
SMOCC flights averaged over 500 m altitude bins (left panel) and the 
corresponding  RMSE  and  correlation  coefficients.  Correlation 
coefficients are calculated for all data used in the study. Observations 
greater than 450 ppb have been removed from the analysis.!
!

Figure  7:  Latitudinal  and  yearly-average 
chemical concentration fields (rows) from 
the control run (left panels), the MOPITT 
reanalysis (center panels) and the percent 
differences  relative  to  the  control  run 
(right panels). We focus on CO (1st row), 
OH  (2nd  row),  CH2O  (3rd  row),  O3  (4th 
row), HNO3 (5th row) and H2O2 (6th row). 
All units are in ppb, except for OH (1.105 
molec/cm3).  The black line indicates  the 
chemical  tropopause,  defining  the 
stratosphere  when  ozone  is  higher  than 
150 ppb.! Figure 9: CO and CH2O annual budget (Tg/year) in the chemical troposphere for the control run (left) and the MOPITT 

Reanalysis (right). The CO chemical production is assumed to be due to formaldehyde oxidation. The NMVOC oxidation is 
deduced from the difference between the total chemical production of CH2O minus the production of CH2O from CH4 oxidation. 
The ensemble standard deviation is indicated in parentheses. Note that the spread in the non-biogenic emission fluxes is 
calculated from the prescribed values (40 %, see section 2.3.1).!

!  Best results over the middle troposphere over land (Fig. 3)!
!  Improved representation of CO magnitude and variability in the Amazon (Fig. 5)!
!  Amelioration of seasonal cycle, even in area non covered by MOPITT (Fig. 6 and table 1) !
!  Important bias reduction in the northern hemisphere!
!  Introduction of a CO bias in the southern hemisphere!

!  Increase in CO by 15 to 75 % in the troposphere (due to assimilation) leads to reduction of OH by 5 to 20 %(model response) and an increase in 
H2O2 by up to 50 % (Fig. 7)!

!  A reduced OH leads to an in increase in CH4 lifetime by about 6 months (Table 2) and a decrease in CH2O.!
!  This causes a decrease in secondary CO production (Fig. 9) despite the assimilation suggests an underestimation of the chemical production of 

CO (Fig. 8)!
!  There is a net increase of primary CO for all sources, indicating emissions underestimation (Fig. 8). !
!  An underestimated secondary CO while OH is too strong suggests that VOC emissions are too low as well or that chemical processes are 

underestimating pathways leading to CO. !
!  Increase in O3 by around 5 % in the northern hemisphere!

Model 
configurations! CH4 lifetime (yr)!

Tilmes et al. 
2015! CAM5-Chem! 8.4!

CAM5-Chem (SD)! 7.83!

CAM4-Chem! 8.82!

CAM4-Chem (SD)! 8.4!

This study! CAM4-Chem 
(DART)! 8.7!

MOPITT Reanalysis! 9.3!

Table  2.  Comparison  of  tropospheric  CH4 
lifetime  estimate  for  different  CAM-Chem 
simulations.  the  considered  period  is  not  the 
same between Tilmes et al. 2015 and this study.!

Figure 10: CO average values and statistics for all observations located in those three regions: 
northern  extra-tropics  (30N-65N,  left  column),  tropics  (30S-30N,  middle),  southern  extra-
tropics (30S-65S, right).  The top row compares averaged MOPITT CO observations (black) 
with 6 hourly forecasted values (red, overlaying the black) from the MOPITT Reanalysis. The 
second row shows the innovations resulting from the assimilation while the third row shows the 
chi2 statistics. The bottom row shows the number of successfully assimilated observations, for 
which statistics are calculated. !
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